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Abstract

The evolution of the normal detonation shock velocity (Dn) with local shock
curvature (κ) is experimentally and numerically examined along entire evolving
fronts of a weakly unstable cellular detonation instability cycle with the intention
of extending the understanding of cellular evolution dynamics. As expected, a
single velocity–curvature relation is not recovered due to the unsteady evolution
of the cell. However, geometric features of the Dn–κ evolution during a cell cy-
cle reveal some new details of the mechanisms driving cellular detonation. On
the cell centerline, the local shock velocity and curvature monotonically decrease
throughout the cellular cycle. Off centerline, a larger range of wavefront curvature
was exhibited in expanding cells as compared to shrinking ones, indicating that
most curvature variation in a detonation cell occurs near the Mach stem. In normal
shock velocity–curvature space, the cell dynamics can be mapped to three features
that are characteristic of (feature 1) a detonation with a spatially short reaction
zone, (feature 2) a transitional regime of shock and reaction zone decoupling, and
(feature 3) a diffracting inert blast wave. New, growing cells predominately exhib-
ited features 1 and 2, while decaying cells only exhibited feature 3. The portions
of all profiles with normal velocities below the Chapman–Jouguet velocity were
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characteristic of inert blast propagation, indicating the possibility that exceeding
this velocity may be a necessary condition for the existence of shock and reaction
zone coupling. In this inert blast regime, Dn and κ vary spatially across the wave
front so each segment is not geometrically cylindrical, but when accumulated, the
Dn–κ data map out a straight line, indicating elements of self-similar flow for
each stage in the cell cycle.

Keywords: detonation, cellular instability, curvature, Detonation Shock
Dynamics

1. Introduction1

Cellular instabilities are observed to occur for self-sustained detonation prop-2

agation in gaseous explosives. These instabilities are driven by shock waves that3

propagate normal to the detonation shock surface in a Mach-stem configuration.4

Experimental observations have indicated that periodic interactions of these trans-5

verse waves are necessary for unsupported detonation propagation [1].6

The instability cycle starts when transverse wave collisions locally increase7

the flow temperature, overdriving the lead shock, shortening the reaction zone,8

and tightly coupling the chemical reaction zone to the shock (Fig. 1). The lead9

shock strength decays as it propagates and the transverse waves move further10

apart, resulting in gradual decoupling of the reaction zone until subsequent trans-11

verse wave interactions locally reinvigorate the flow and start the cycle anew.12

The presence of multiple waves causes the surface of the lead shock to pulsate13

longitudinally as alternating regions undergo different phases of the instability.14

In practice, a myriad of transverse wave modes are possible depending on the15

system geometry and explosive thermicity. For example, detonations near fail-16

ure will support only a single transverse wave, termed single-head spin after the17

helical path traced by the wavefront in a cylindrical confiner. Mixtures with a18

comparatively shorter reaction zone length will contain multiple transverse waves19

[2].20

The cellular cycle derives its name from the shape of the triple-point (of the21

lead shock, Mach stem and transverse wave intersection) tracks mapped on any22

solid confining walls in the presence of multiple transverse waves. Regular re-23

peating track patterns are indicative of weakly unstable behavior, while highly24

irregular patterns are characteristic of highly unstable detonation [2]. The charac-25

teristic width of these patterns is termed the cell width λ and provides a measure26

of the mixture sensitivity to detonation. Decreased λ denotes more rapid chemical27
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reaction rates and increased mixture sensitivity. The level of instability is thought28

to be driven by a mixture’s chemical and gas-dynamic properties, as reviewed in29

Refs. [2, 3].30

Early efforts [4–7] attempted to characterize the cellular cycle and reaction ki-31

netics by measuring variations in the lead shock velocity with distance along the32

cell centerline via schlieren framing imaging. Early in the cycle, the centerline33

shock velocity was seen to be significantly overdriven relative to the Chapman-34

Jouguet velocity DCJ , but rapidly and monotically decreased over the cell length35

in similar fashion to a decaying inert shock wave [6]. The dynamics of off-36

centerline wavefront regions were not quantitatively examined and no compar-37

isons were drawn to prior condensed-phase explosive research that developed re-38

lations between detonation velocity and shock front curvature [8–10].39

1.1. The Basics of DSD Theory40

Recently, there has been interest in performing more detailed characterization41

of gaseous detonation wavefronts using concepts derived from Detonation Shock42

Dynamics (DSD) theory. DSD is a surface propagation concept that replaces the43

detonation shock and reaction zone with an evolving surface that evolves accord-44

ing to a normal-velocity evolution law [11–13]. In condensed explosives, wave-45

front curvature κ is assumed to be small relative to the inverse of the length of the46

detonation reaction zone. It is also assumed that the front shape evolves slowly47

relative to the time for a particle to pass through the reaction zone. For small48

κ, the local normal detonation velocity Dn is constant to leading order, with the49

first correction being a function of shock curvature such that Dn = f(κ). This50

function is referred to as the explosive’s velocity–curvature or Dn–κ relationship.51

Higher-order corrections also exist to account for the influence of time-dependent52

and transverse flow effects in condensed explosives with large reaction zones and53

quasi-steady, stable detonations [14].54

Significantly, the Dn–κ relationship of a condensed explosive can provide in-55

sight into its sensitivity and detonation propagation characteristics. Ideal, insen-56

sitive, and nonideal Dn–κ trends for steady high-explosive detonations are shown57

in Fig. 2. Increasingly nonideal detonations have spatially larger reaction zones58

and are seen to have a greater depreciation of detonation velocity with wave cur-59

vature, support detonation over a more limited curvature span, and thus are more60

influenced by wave geometry and confinement.61
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1.2. DSD-Based Approaches to Gaseous Detonation62

Application of DSD concepts to gaseous detonations introduces several com-63

plications due to the presence of unsteadiness associated with cellular instability.64

For example, Eckett et al. [15] examined the major contributing factors for direct65

initiation of spherical detonations, concluding that unsteadiness, rather than cur-66

vature, of the decelerating leading shock is the dominant mechanism underlying67

unsuccessful initiation. In contrast, Short and Sharpe [16] examined the direct ini-68

tiation of cylindrical detonation reacting via a three-step chain-branching reaction69

and found that the critical initiation energy for detonations that are hydrodynami-70

cally stable along the quasi-steadyDn–κ curve for that mixture could be estimated71

by the energy required to drive the initial blast shock through the turning point of72

the quasi-steady Dn–κ curve, validating the critical initiation energy concept of73

He and Calvin [17] for some stable detonations.74

Nevertheless, prior work has attempted to use DSD approaches to examine the75

initiation and evolution of the cellular structure. Assuming limits of weak curva-76

ture and slow temporal variations, Stewart et al. [18] derived an intrinsic surface77

evolution, comprising a combination of leading and first-order approximations for78

detonation cell motion. When solved simultaneously, the evolution equation re-79

produced cells with dynamics apparently similar to those seen in gaseous systems.80

Yao and Stewart [19], Klein et al. [20], and He and Calvin [17] used numerical81

and approximate analytic solutions applied to gaseous detonation to predict the82

existence of a limiting critical κ, beyond which the detonation contained no sonic83

point. He and Calvin [17] also used this approach to predict minimum initiation84

energies for gaseous explosives.85

Conversely, Nakayama et al. [21] induced global wavefront curvature in ex-86

cess of that produced by the cellular instability to establish a Dn–κ relationship87

for ethylene-oxygen mixtures. Significant and quasi-steady global wavefront cur-88

vature was generated by detonation propagation around a curved channel and in-89

stability effects were mitigated by working with sufficiently sensitive mixtures to90

allow an excess of 32λ across the channel. Their work described a global and91

nondimensional Dn–κ relation for the mixtures tested. Such an approach is more92

in line with DSD’s underlying purpose, which uses a surface propagation method-93

ology to reduce the required computational effort (relative to direct numerical94

simulations using reactive flow models) to generate accurate wave shape and tim-95

ing predictions while neglecting or homogenizing the smaller-scale details of the96

wave structure.97
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1.3. Overview of the Present Study98

The purpose of the present article is to analyze the evolution of weakly un-99

stable cellular instabilities for both experimental and numerical detonation. In100

particular, we study the variation of the normal detonation shock velocity and101

shock curvature across the whole front surface during the evolution of weakly un-102

stable cellular detonation fronts to gain additional understanding of the dynamics103

of unsteady cellular evolution. We compare whether the details of the cellular104

front motion obtained from experiments are consistent with the predictions of a105

numerical simulation. While less common in practical applications involving hy-106

drocarbon fuels, weakly unstable mixtures are used in the present study to render107

the our experimental analysis tractable and to allow for highly resolved numerical108

simulations.109

Correspondence to a single Dn(κ) relation is not expected due to the unsteady110

nature of the cellular decay, however understanding the geometric variation of111

normal detonation with curvature across the front could provide insight into the112

time-dependent cellular mechanism and the relative sensitivity of gaseous explo-113

sive mixtures to geometric effects. We emphasize that we are not claiming that114

a classical leading-order DSD approach can be used to model detonation cellu-115

lar dynamics. Classical DSD theory applies to the quasi-steady evolution of a116

weakly curved, stable detonation; formally asymptotic higher-order corrections117

which account for (slow) time relaxation effects and small transverse arc-length118

variations on the evolution of a weakly curved stable detonation have been de-119

veloped [14, 22, 23]. However, significant rapid time and curvature variations120

that are believed to occur locally during various stages of the unstable detonation121

cell cycle preclude such a classical DSD approach to the description of cellular122

dynamics in general.123

2. Two-Dimensional Cellular Instability Data124

The instability data in this work is derived from prior experiment and current125

computation. The specifics of each source are discussed below.126

2.1. Experiment127

The experimental work of Austin [24] is well-suited for obtaining the varia-128

tion of Dn and κ across a cellular front in a gaseous detonation. Her experimental129

facility was a rectangular detonation tube with a narrow channel (NC) cross sec-130

tion that was 152 mm wide× 18 mm thick× 4.2 m long. Such a geometry damps131
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out cellular instabilities across the short dimension t = 18 mm for weakly sta-132

ble mixtures when t ≤ λ and effectively approximates a two-dimensional cellular133

instability.134

Austin [24] obtained successive shadowgraph images (Fig. 3) of detonation135

shock shapes through windows embedded in the NC sidewall. Data was recorded136

on a Beckman and Whitley Model 189 film framing camera with an interframe137

time of 832 ns, an exposure time of 152 ns, and an image capacity of 25 frames138

per test. Kodak TMAX 400 black-and-white 35-mm film was used. A single139

combined schlieren and PLIF (planar laser induced fluorescence) image was also140

acquired for each test. Additional experimental details are available in Ref. [24].141

In the present study, we use shadowgraph images of three separate experiments142

from Austin [24] to infer the Dn and κ variation for detonation in two separate,143

weakly unstable, gaseous mixtures: 2H2+O2+17Ar (85% Ar by mole fraction,144

DCJ = 1.42 mm/µs) and 2H2+O2+12Ar (80%Ar by mole fraction, DCJ = 1.52145

mm/µs). Both mixtures were at 0.20 bar initial pressure. Images from the 80%Ar146

mixture are from experiment numbers NC215 and NC229, while the 85%Ar data147

is from NC260 in Austin [24]. Films were digitized at 6400 dpi. Two-dimensional148

detonation shock front shape and image fiducial coordinates were then manually149

registered for all 25 images from each experiment, resulting in approximately150

1200 data points per front.151

After digitization and registration, an analytic waveform was fit to each com-152

plete cell segment in every image to facilitate evaluation of the local Dn and κ153

variation. The waveform was similar to that used in Catanach and Hill [25] with154

additional constants for horizontal (ax) and vertical (az) wave translation and ro-155

tation (ar),156

z(x) = −a1 ln

[
cos

[
η
π

2

(x− ax)
R

]]
+az + ar (x− ax) (1)

where z is the shock height and x is the transverse width. This wave shape as-157

sumes front symmetry about an axis and a monotonic decrease in wave height z158

away from that axis. For high-explosive rate sticks, R is typically the maximum159

radius of the charge and normalizes the cosine argument. In this study, R was160

left as a fitting parameter for each cell along with all a parameters and η. Con-161

straints were imposed such that 0 < η < 1 and R > w, where w was each cell’s162

instantaneous width.163

Successive front shapes extracted in this fashion for the 85%Ar and 80%Ar164

mixtures are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively, with channel width and height165
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equivalent to x and z in Eq. 1. Analytic waveforms fit from Eq. 1 are plotted over166

the black experimental data points, which are of sufficiently high resolution to167

appear as a continuous curve. Incomplete cell segments at the edge the imaging168

window were not fit and thus not overlaid with analytic waveforms. Additionally,169

no fits are overlaid on the experimental data from the first timestep.170

The color of each analytic waveform corresponds to the phase ζ of each cell171

(Fig. 6) as determined by each cell’s width w, evolution direction dw
dt

, and the172

maximum overall cell width λw that was directly observed in each test.173

ζ =

{
w

2λw
for dw

dt
> 0

1− w
2λw

for dw
dt
≤ 0

(2)

With the assumption of a constant detonation cell track angle, parameter ζ is174

equivalent to the nondimensional cell length. (The track angle is defined as the175

average angle between the triple point wall intersection trail and the direction of176

bulk wave motion, which is typically the central tube axis.)177

Newly formed cells with ζ near 0 are violet; cells near the middle of their178

cycle (ζ ≈ 0.5) are green; and dying cells (ζ → 1) are red. The analytic fit179

correspondence to the experimental data is good, except near the very edge of180

each cell. The first-order fitting form (Eq. 1) is not able to accurately capture the181

rapid variations in wavefront curvature in this region. However, these variations182

are explored in the numerical work.183

Parameter λw was measured as 38.8 mm, 36.9 mm, and 53.9 mm for tests184

NC215, NC229, and NC260 respectively. Values of λw will be slightly less than185

or equivalent to the cell size in each test. That said, these cell size data values186

will vary from those obtained in cylindrical geometries or even in rectangular187

tubes of different dimensions due to “mode-locking” of the transverse wave to the188

experimental geometry [26]. During mode-locking, the instability will scale to189

the confiner geometry and generate an integer number n of cell widths across the190

channel width ` such that191

` = nλw where n = 1, 2, 3, etc. (3)

The experimentally measured λw values indicate that n = 4 and 3 for the 80%Ar192

and 85%Ar mixtures, respectively.193

The limited observation time imposed by the framing camera record does not194

allow for substantial evolution of a single cell in the weakly unstable mixtures dis-195

cussed, but permits simultaneous observation of multiple cells in different phases196

of evolution. Thus, separate experimental measurements are combined to study197
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the full instability cycle with the assumption that all cells in a test generate a sim-198

ilar Dn and κ evolution across the front.199

2.2. Dn and κ Variation Across the Cellular Instability200

For the experimental work, the analytic wavefront fits were used to compute201

the instantaneous axial detonation velocity for a given image i202

Di(x, t) = s
z(i+2)(x)− z(i−2)(x)

4τ
(4)

using the computed shock position shift z(i+2) − z(i−2) (in pixels) between wave-203

front fits separated by four imaging timesteps τ , and the image scale s. Scale s204

was approximately 0.030 mm/pixel, but varied for each test as determined by a205

fiducial square (shown in Fig. 3). Measurement error associated with this process206

is discussed below. Accounting for the spatial and temporal variations in D is a207

key difference of this work relative to high-explosive rate sticks efforts, where D208

is usually steady for a similar rectangular geometry.209

Local variations in Dn and κ across the front were then found from210

Dn =
D√

1 + (z′)2
(5)

and211

κ =
z′′

[1 + (z′)2]3/2
(6)

where z′ = dz/dx and z′′ = d2z/dx2. Equation 6 is the curvature for a two-212

dimensional wavefront and implicitly assumes no curvature on the third axis (di-213

mension t). Thus, a pair of images is required to obtain the Dn variation for each214

cell, while a single image yields the κ variation. These two measurements are215

then combined to obtain the Dn and κ curve for each cell. In the present work, the216

choice was made to calculate the average detonation velocity across four imaging217

timesteps in order to reduce the velocity uncertainty below 1%. Additional details218

are discussed in the experimental uncertainty section below.219

2.2.1. Variation of Dn with ζ220

The calculated Dn range for each cell is plotted as a function of ζ in Fig. 7221

for NC260 (red) and in Fig. 8 for NC215 (green) and NC229 (black). Each plot222

contains data points, solid lines, and a dashed line. The data points are the wave-223

front values along the cell centerline, as have been historically plotted in cellular224
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studies [4–7]. Solid lines denote the span of Dn values (off of the cell centerline225

as) measured along each front profile. Dashed lines are least-squares fits to the226

cell centerline points using a 1/ζ-functional form that is consistent with previous227

[4–7] experimental observations,228

Dn

DCJ

= b1
1

ζ + b2
+ b3 (7)

with specific values listed in Table 1. Parameter ζ is linearly proportional to the229

axial distance via either the detonation cell track angle or the total cell length.230

Such a form is also consistent with that of a decaying blast wave, as discussed in231

Sec. 3.232

Table 1: Dn-fit data.

Test b1 b2 b3
NC215 0.303 0.501 0.592
NC229 0.099 0.233 0.811
NC260 4.19 2.69 -0.494

The Dn data is overdriven (1.2DCJ ) at the start of the cellular cycle and and233

subsequently decays down to 0.6DCJ with dDn

dζ
< 0 throughout the cycle. Such234

a trend agrees with earlier observations [4–7]. Data scatter is apparent in the ex-235

perimental Dn data. Most is attributed to image digitization and front registration236

errors. However, the Dn versus ζ centerline data is seen to follow the 1/ζ func-237

tional form. Off-centerline Dn-span data (solid lines) also follows the centerline238

trend, but can vary from the centerline velocities by up to 25%. No correlation239

is observed for the location of the centerline value on the experimental Dn-span240

data.241

Austin [24] measured the average detonation velocities upstream of the imag-242

ing window over a two-meter length in her facility using pressure transducers. She243

confirmed that sustained detonations were present with average velocity deficits244

(relative to DCJ ) of 7.3% and 12.3% for the 80%Ar and 85%Ar mixtures respec-245

tively. (Deficits were expected due to the damping of the cellular instability on the246

facility’s short axis.) Solving for the average centerline detonation velocity across247

the full cellular cycle via Eq. 7 and Table 1 yields Dn

DCJ
= 0.913 (NC215), 0.970248

(NC229), 0.813 (NC260). These values correspond to average velocity deficits249

(1 − Dn

DCJ
) of 8.7%, 3.0%, and 18.7% for NC215, NC229, and NC260, respec-250

tively.251
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The average velocities derived from the shadowgraph analysis and the pressure252

transducer measurements are consistent when taking into account (1) the +/-12.5%253

uncertainty in all length and velocity scales associated with the fiducial squares254

(discussed in Section 2.3) and (2) the stochastic behavior of large-cell-size det-255

onations over the temporally limited imaging window, which was less than the256

period of a full cellular cycle for the mixtures considered.257

2.2.2. Variation of κ with ζ258

Centerline κ values are equivalently fit to the functional form259

κλw = c1
1

ζ + c2
+ c3 (8)

and fit data is listed in Table 2. The κ variation with ζ (Figs. 9 and 10) exhibits a

Table 2: κ-fit data.

Test c1 c2 c3
NC215 0.862 0.082 -0.674
NC229 0.654 0.077 -0.574
NC260 1.158 0.225 -0.910

260

strong correlation and separate tests overlay moderately well for higher ζ . Cells261

with small ζ have nondimensional κ as large as 8. As the cell evolution progresses262

(0.2 < ζ < 0.8), these values drop significantly, to below unity.263

The span of κ values is a strong function of ζ . New and growing cells (small ζ)264

exhibit very large κ spans, while decaying cells (ζ near 1) have very small spans.265

Furthermore, a discontinuous drop-off in the span of κ occurs at ζ = 0.5, where266

the transverse waves at the cell perimeter stop expanding and begin to converge267

(due to transverse shock collisions). This sudden drop in κ span at the instant that268

the cell width begins to decrease indicates that the edges of growing cells exhibit269

the largest amount of wave curvature across the front. This effect is illustrated270

in Fig. 11, which shows the distribution of κ across a cell segment with ζ = 0.44271

in NC260. Consistent with this understanding, centerline κ values tend to occupy272

the lowest κ values present in each cell’s κ-span. For ζ > 0.5, κ spans grow very273

small and these almost only correspond to the centerline value. In these regions,274

the decayed cell approximates a cylindrical shock geometry (i.e. constant κ along275

the front).276
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Near the end of the cell cycle (0.8 < ζ ≤ 1.0), κ values anomalously increase.277

This effect is likely due to difficulty in accurately fitting Eq. 1 to the extremely278

small and flat decaying segments, which can span only three pixels vertically.279

(Newly developed cells of similar width cover three times this vertical range, al-280

lowing a better fit.)281

2.2.3. Variation of Dn with κ282

Figures 7–10 can be combined to show the experimental Dn and κ evolution283

during a complete cell. Figures 12 and 13 plot this relationship versus ζ for NC260284

and NC229, respectively. Solid lines correspond to the Dn–κ profiles for each285

cell segment, with ζ denoted by color. The dashed black lines correspond to the286

previously described functional-form fits (Eqs. 7 and 8), which are parametrically287

plotted in Dn–κ space. The compiled measurements form a global trend with288

cells moving from the upper right of the plots to the lower left as the cell evolves,289

in a similar trajectory to the decaying blast wave profile shown in Fig. 2 and290

discussed in Section 4. Early in the cellular cycle (small ζ), a wide range of κ291

variation is present over a small span ofDn. ThisDn–κ trend indicates overdriven292

cell expansion supported by a spatially narrow reaction zone, similar to Dn–κ293

trends observed for ideal high explosives (Fig. 2). Late in the cellular cycle (large294

ζ), the wave’s Dn(κ) slope is significantly steeper; small changes in κ result in295

large Dn variations, which are consistent with non-ideal high explosive behavior296

(spatially long reaction zone, Fig. 2). Intermediate values of ζ show a gradual297

transition between these two limiting behaviors. Late stage (red) cells exhibit298

excursions from this trend due to the previously described fitting inaccuracy in299

κ-space. Equivalent data occurred for NC215, but is not shown.300

Thus, analysis of the experimental work both agrees with prior studies and301

provides increased understanding of the cellular dynamics by analyzing the full302

perimeter of the cellular wavefront. The local normal detonation velocity trend303

follows centerline measurements obtained previously [4–7]. Curvature across the304

front, quantified for the first time in this study, is seen to vary both temporally305

and spatially. Temporally, the curvature starts at its largest magnitude and overall306

span for small, overdriven and expanding cells. In contrast, decaying and under-307

driven cells have the lowest curvature magnitudes and exhibit a very narrow (al-308

most cylindrical) curvature span. Spatially, the lowest amount of curvature occurs309

at the cell center, while the largest curvature is induced at the edge of expanding310

cells.311

These behaviors are fully consistent with the unsteady nature of the cellular312

cycle and the presence of multiple cells in different phases across the detonation313
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front. Overdriven cells (ζ < 0.5) diffract into adjacent slower-velocity decayed314

ones, inducing high κ at the expanding edge of the overdriven cells. In decaying315

cells (ζ ≥ 0.5), the reaction zone gradually decouples from the front, and the316

unsupported shock front decays cylindrically, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10, into a317

low-κ, low-Dn state. Additional insight into the Dn–κ behavior is provided via318

numerical simulation described below.319

2.3. Experimental Measurement Uncertainty320

Error in the experimental analysis is predominately due to the finite film size321

and digitization resolution. Misidentification of the front location in an image can322

result in significant Dn scatter. As an example in the above data, one pixel of323

wave position error in ∆z induces an error in D of 0.6% DCJ when averaging324

over 4τ . Such sensitivity, coupled with film exposure intensity changes and focal325

variations from frame-to-frame, can result in significant velocity scatter inD. The326

κ calculation is more robust as it only requires a good fit of Eq. 1 to a single front327

segment on a single image frame. However, as discussed, poor fits occur for cells328

of small transverse width with low curvature due to insufficient number of vertical329

pixels across the cell.330

Finally, variations or misidentification of the fiducial size affects all dimen-331

sional measurements present in this work. Up to two small fiducial squares were332

present on each image (as shown in Fig. 3) and were used to both align and scale333

the data from pixels to physical units. Fiducial dimensions were measured for334

each image and then averaged for each experiment. Averaged fiducial values were335

measured to be 88.4, 127.3, and 135.6 pixels for NC215, NC229, and NC260, re-336

spectively. The quoted dimension for each fiducial box was 4-mm square [24],337

potentially allowing for length variations from 3.50–4.49 mm within the stated338

significant digit. Fiducial size variations would rescale all quantitative values, but339

would not affect the trends observed in the experimental data.340

3. Numerical Simulation341

Given the limited spatial and temporal resolution available from the experi-342

mental data, we have also explored the dynamics of normal detonation velocity343

(Dn) and curvature (κ) variation along the front during the evolution of a detona-344

tion cell using high-resolution numerical simulation.345
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3.1. Computational Scheme346

The numerical simulations are based on the non-dimensional reactive Euler347

equation model for an ideal gas. A one-step reaction model of Arrhenius type was348

assumed. The equations are349

Dρ

Dt
+ ρ(∇ · u) = 0,

Du

Dt
= −1

ρ
∇p,

De

Dt
= −p

ρ
(∇ · u),

Dχ

Dt
= W,

(9)

for density ρ, specific internal energy e, velocity u = (u, v), and reaction progress350

variable χ. Reference values for the original dimensional variables are the initial351

reactant density ρ̃0 (density), initial reactant pressure p̃0 (pressure),
√
p̃0/ρ̃0 (ve-352

locity) and p̃0/ρ̃0 (specific internal energy), where the use of {̃ } denotes a dimen-353

sional quantity. Consequently Dn = D̃n/
√
p̃0/ρ̃0. The ideal gas equation of state354

is355

e =
p

ρ(γ − 1)
−Qχ, T = p/ρ, (10)

for the ratio of specific heats γ and temperature T (scaled with the initial reactant356

temperature T̃0). The rate W is357

W = k(1− χ) exp(−Eρ/p). (11)

Using the calculated detonation states corresponding to the 2H2–O2–Ar ki-358

netic mechanism published in Ref. [27], the heat release Q, activation energy E359

and ratio of specific heats γ, were determined by approximating the calculated360

one-dimensional Zeldovich-Von Neumann-Döring (ZND) Mach number, post-361

shock γ and the correct sensitivity of the ignition delay behind the shock obtained362

with constant volume ignition simulations at the post-shock state. We study the363

80%Ar mixture for which the above fitting procedure sets E = Ẽ/R̃T̃0 = 20,364

Q = Q̃/R̃T̃0 = 10 and γ = 1.57, where R̃ is the specific gas constant. Fi-365

nally, length is scaled with l̃1/2, the distance between the shock and the point366

where half of the reactant is depleted in the ZND wave, while time is scaled with367

l̃1/2/
√
p̃0/ρ̃0. Consequently, the non-dimensional rate constant k = 22.719. Val-368

ues of the dimensional reference quantities are given in Table 3 based on the ini-369

tial conditions of the 2H2+O2+80%Ar detonation cell experiment described in370

Ref. [24].371

The solution method uses the two-dimensional shock-fit, shock-attached algo-372

rithm and code described by Henrick [28], an extension on the one-dimensional373
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p̃0 0.2 bar
ρ̃0 0.2778 kg/m3√
p̃0/ρ̃0 268.3 m/s
T̃0 298 K
D̃CJ 1480.2 m/s
l̃1/2 0.72 mm

l̃1/2/
√
p̃0/ρ̃0 2.68µs

Table 3: Dimensional reference values for the numerical simulation [24]. Here
l̃1/2 is the distance between the ZND shock and the location of the maximum
reaction rate, as opposed to the location where half of the reactant is depleted.

algorithm described by Henrick et al. [29]. The algorithm uses a method of lines374

approach, with spatial gradients discretized by a fifth-order mapped weighted es-375

sentially non-oscillatory scheme and temporal integration via a fifth-order Runge-376

Kutta method. The shock-attached system allows straightforward determination377

of the lead shock curvature (using the calculated detonation shock slope) and378

normal detonation velocity [28]. The two-dimensional shock-fit, shock-attached379

methodology has previously been used to explore the linear stability and nonlinear380

dynamics of detonation cell development for the ideal condensed-phase detona-381

tion model Short et al. [30].382

The calculation is conducted in a two-dimensional channel of width 9 (dimen-383

sionally 9 times l̃1/2) with periodic flow conditions at the upper and lower walls.384

The length of the computational zone is 40, with the lead shock located at x = 0385

and an outflow boundary at x = −40. In the axial direction, the resolution is 0.05386

(corresponding to 20 points per half reaction length) and 0.0125 (80 points per387

half reaction length) across the channel. A discussion of resolution sensitivity for388

cellular detonations of the two-dimensional shock-fit, shock-attached algorithm389

[28, 29] is given in Short et al. [30]. These resolution requirements limit the chan-390

nel width to the above choice, which is smaller than the experimental channel size391

Austin [24]. The initial conditions consist of a one-dimensional ZND structure392

imposed across the channel to which a two-dimensional perturbation in the mass393

fraction variable is added to generate the cellular instability.394
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3.2. Computed Cellular Detonation395

Figure 14 shows the evolution of Dn from the initial ZND wave along the396

channel centerline (y = 4.5) with time. Small oscillations in Dn around Dn =397

DCJ (DCJ = D̃CJ/
√
p̃0/ρ̃0 = 5.517) grow to a near periodic limit cycle varia-398

tion corresponding to fully nonlinear cellular detonation. Figure 15 shows instan-399

taneous shapes of the shock loci over one detonation cell cycle duration (from just400

after the creation of a new cell in the channel near the centerline (t = 72.0) to401

slightly before the disappearance of the cell (t = 74.0), and illustrates that a sin-402

gle cell develops for a channel width of 9. The centerline shock loci correspond403

to ζ = 0.01 (t = 72), ζ = 0.08 (t = 72.25), ζ = 0.016 (t = 72.5), ζ = 0.24404

(t = 72.75), ζ = 0.33 (t = 73), ζ = 0.42 (t = 73.25), ζ = 0.51 (t = 73.5),405

ζ = 0.57 (t = 73.75), ζ = 0.64 (t = 74), ζ = 0.73 (t = 74.25), ζ = 0.82406

(t = 74.5), ζ = 0.91 ((t = 74.75), ζ = 0.97 (t = 75).407

For ζ < 0.5, the interior part of the channel shows the growth of a cell, while408

for ζ ≥ 0.5, the interior portion of the channel is associated with the cell decay.409

The normal detonation velocity along the centerline (Fig. 14) shows a monotonic410

decrease in Dn during the growth and decay of the central cell. The dashed lines411

show the trajectory of the triple point loci.412

Snapshots of the cell pressure and corresponding reaction progress variable in413

the vicinity of the shock front at t = 72.5 (ζ = 0.016), t = 73.0 (ζ = 0.33),414

t = 73.5 (ζ = 0.51), t = 74.0 (ζ = 0.64) and t = 74.5 (ζ = 0.82) are shown415

in Figs. 16 and 17 respectively. At t = 72.5, a cell is growing outward from the416

interior into the decaying cells present in the outer portions of the channel. Along417

the shock front, the pressure appears to increase behind the transverse shocks, be-418

fore reaching a maximum and decaying toward the channel centerline (see also419

Fig. 19). Fresh reactant enters the growing cell via both the lead shock and trans-420

verse shock leading to the complex variation of the flow field in the vicinity of421

the Mach stem. However, sufficiently far down the channel, the pressure maxi-422

mum appears to be reached at the transverse shock. The emergence of a familiar423

keystone structure is seen in the corresponding reaction progress distribution at424

t = 72.5. (Fig. 17a). The higher temperature behind the transverse shocks leads425

to a local acceleration of the reaction rate. The global lead shock curvature as-426

sociated with the growing cell is greater than the exterior decaying cells. As the427

cell grows (t = 73), the peak of the pressure distribution along the front again428

occurs at a finite distance behind each transverse shock. The corresponding re-429

action progress variable plot (Fig. 17b) shows the region of accelerated reaction430

in the growing interior cell does not extend the width of the cell defined by the431

location of the transverse shocks. Rather, the extent of the accelerated region is432
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approximately defined by the loci of shock normals along the front of the growing433

cell. This indicates a potential interlink between variations in the reaction zone434

structure and shock normal quantities.435

At the point of transverse shock collision at the channel edges, there is a re-436

gion of intense pressure rise near the channel edge (Figs. 16c and 17c). After437

shock collision, the global curvature of the interior decaying cell decreases, and438

the reaction zone recedes (Figs. 16d,e and 17d,e). Due to the problem symme-439

try, the outer sections of the channel correspond to growing cells with structure440

similar to that observed in Figs. 16a,b and 17a,b.441

Figure 18 shows the axial variation of the reaction progress variable χ along442

the channel center (y = 4.5) at t = 72.5, t = 73.0, t = 73.5, t = 74.0 and443

t = 74.5. Only values at numerical cell points are shown to gauge the resolu-444

tion of the reaction zone structures. Also indicated are the values of one over445

the centerline shock curvature (1/κCL) at the indicated times. At t = 72.5, the446

higher temperature along the growing interior cell leads to a pocket of acceler-447

ated reaction which connects downstream to a region of receding reaction created448

by the earlier decaying cell. As the transverse waves move further away from449

the centerline, the reaction progress rate decreases and the pocket moves further450

downstream. The values of one over the centerline shock curvature can be com-451

pared to the reaction zone thickness to relate the magnitude of the shock curvature452

to reaction zone thickness. During the early stages of cell growth (t = 72.5–73.0),453

these values are comparable. Subsequently (t = 73.5–74.5), 1/κCL is greater than454

the reaction zone thickness. Thus along the centerline, decaying cells have weak455

shock curvature on the scale of l1/2.456

Figure 19 shows the distributions of (a) density, (b) axial and (c) transverse457

flow velocities, (d) pressure and (e) temperature along the lead shock front at times458

t = 72.5, t = 73.0, t = 73.5, t = 74.0 and t = 74.5. One of the benefits of the459

shock-attached, shock-fit algorithm developed in Refs. [28, 29] is the accuracy and460

ease of the extraction of this data over the interpolation that would be required with461

the usual shock capturing algorithms. As above, the data points are represented462

by symbols at each numerical grid point for easier visualization of the location of463

the numerically captured transverse shock waves. Of particular interest, in light464

of the discussion of the normal detonation velocity and curvature variation along465

the front discussed below, is the local structure variation in the vicinity of, and466

behind, the transverse shock waves. As noted in the growing cell of Fig. 16, the467

pressure distribution, as well as the temperature and density variation (Fig. 19),468

show an increase in the state variables after the passage of the transverse shock469

front, reaching a maxima at a finite distance from the transverse shock, before470
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decaying toward the centerline. In the decaying cell, the pressure, temperature471

and density variations increase monotonically from the centerline to the transverse472

shocks.473

3.3. Detonation Cell Evolution in the Dn–κ Plane474

Figure 20 explores the variation of the instantaneous lead shock shape in the475

channel, the normal detonation velocity, and the curvature across the lead shock476

over the duration of a single cell cycle. In Fig. 20a–e, at each time, the shock477

loci and Dn have been displaced by values indicated in the caption in order to478

present curves of instantaneous shock position, Dn and κ on one graph. Blue479

lines indicate shock curvature and green lines are the normal detonation velocity.480

Red and black lines are the shock loci. Red coloring denotes data from growing481

cells, while black coloring indicates decaying ones.482

Figure 20f–j shows Dn and κ data from the same time steps as Fig. 20a–e on483

a plot of Dn versus κ. These data are color-matched to the corresponding shock484

loci. The paired plots allow features in Dn–κ space to be more easily associated485

with locations on the shock front. In the Dn–κ plots, symbols are used to record486

values at each numerical grid point to better highlight physical characteristics.487

Additionally, specific features are identified on each plot and discussed below.488

3.3.1. Timestep t = 72.5489

At t = 72.5, a cell is growing from the channel interior toward the channel490

edge (Fig. 20a). Between the channel edge and the growing cell, there are two491

sections of a decaying cell (recall periodic conditions are applied at the channel492

edges). Figure 20f shows the variation in Dn and κ across the front. In the decay-493

ing cells (black lines), the curvature is nearly constant, with a small monotonic494

increase in Dn from the channel edges to the interior transverse shocks (feature495

3, lower branch, in Fig. 20f). This corresponds to near cylindrically symmetric496

decay of the detonation cell. The structure of the interior growing cell is more497

complex. In the middle of the cell there is a region of near constant curvature498

variation associated with a small increase in Dn. This is represented by the cluster499

of red points in Dn–κ space for Dn ≈ 6.1. (Subsequent timesteps will show these500

data to be an upper branch of feature 3.) Approaching the transverse shock from501

the centerline, a rapid rise in curvature associated with a small increase in Dn is502

observed. This is followed by a decrease in κ with Dn variation as the transverse503

shock is reached, forming a “hook-like profile” (feature 2 in Fig. 20f). Finally,504

immediately adjacent to the transverse shock, κ decays rapidly and changes signs505
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with a slight decrease in Dn (feature 1 in Fig. 20f). Note that only curvatures506

above −0.5 are shown in Fig. 20.507

3.3.2. Negative Curvature508

Based on examination of the curvature variation in Fig. 20, we surmise the de-509

caying cell has positive curvature (divergent) everywhere. The transverse shock510

connects the decaying cell to the growing cell. The growing cell appears to have511

a region of negative curvature (convergent) behind the transverse shock in the re-512

gion where the temperature and pressure increase along the front occurs, before513

transitioning to a positive curvature (divergent). The precise extent of the neg-514

ative curvatures reached in the convergent region behind the transverse shock is515

complicated by the role of numerical dissipation in the captured transverse shock.516

To illustrate this, Fig. 21 plots again the computed detonation front shape at t =517

72.75. The growing central cell is red, the adjacent decaying waves are black, and518

the cell boundaries are demarcated by green points. The correspondingDn–κ vari-519

ation for all computed points is shown in Fig. 22. Numerical dissipation causes the520

transverse shock to spread over several computational cells (in a formal Euler cal-521

culation, the curvature at the shock intersection point would be undefined). From522

the decaying cell side, the discrete points involving rapid curvature decreases are523

generated by dissipation in the shock rise. Similarly, for the growing cells, a num-524

ber of the larger negative curvature cells will be the result of numerical dissipation525

in the transverse shock. Determining the exact extent of numerical dissipation is526

difficult. Formal convergence studies are complicated by the nonlinearly unstable527

evolution. Thus, in Fig. 20, we have chosen to show results for negative curva-528

tures above −0.5 in the growing cells. Finally, we note that the rapid variation529

and change in sign of κ in the vicinity of transverse shocks would not be detected530

in the experimental work due to the fitting form (Eq. 1) used.531

3.3.3. Subsequent Timesteps532

In Figs. 20b and 20g, the interior cell has grown to ζ = 0.33 (at t = 73.0),533

while the adjacent decaying cells have ζ = 0.65. The Dn and κ variation in the534

decaying cells have almost collapsed to a single point in Dn–κ space (Fig. 20g,535

feature 3, lower branch), corresponding to near cylindrical decay. Additionally,536

we note that the curvatures of this feature are sufficiently small to approximate537

the wave as flat at this stage in the decay cycle. In the growing cell, there is538

a wider variation in Dn between the centerline and where the hook structure is539

encountered, leading to a linear Dn–κ variation with positive slope (Fig. 20g,540

feature 3, upper branch). The hook structure (Fig. 20g, feature 2) that again occurs541
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in the vicinity of the transverse shock has a similar shape to that seen at t = 72.5,542

except a larger (positive) value of curvature is reached, and the hook occurs at543

lower Dn.544

Figures 20c and 20h describe the normal detonation velocity and curvature545

variation along the lead shock front when the interior cell has reached the channel546

edge at t = 73.5. This case illustrates the full Dn–κ variation at shock collision.547

Moving out from the cell centerline, feature 3 displays an approximately steady,548

monotonic increase in Dn over a narrow range of κ increase. Approaching the549

transverse shock, feature 3 transitions into the feature 2 hook profile with a rapid550

change in slope. Feature 2 then smoothly transitions into feature 1 at the Mach551

stem. Note that a majority of the variation in κ occurs at the cell edge and that the552

extrema of feature 2 (hook tip) continues to increase in κ and decrease in Dn as553

the cell evolves from ζ = 0→ 0.5. The reader is also urged to observe the gradual554

lengthening of feature 3 in the growing centerline cell Dn–κ data over timesteps555

72.5, 73.0, and 73.5.556

The Dn–κ variations for t = 74 and t = 74.5 are shown in Figs. 20d,e557

and 20i,j, respectively. The structures are similar to those observed at earlier times,558

except the decaying cell now occurs in the interior of the channel. Additionally,559

feature 3, which increased in Dn–κ span with the centerline cell growth from t =560

72.5–73.5, can be seen to decay in span with the cell decay.561

3.4. Intrepretation of Dn–κ Variation During a Cell Cycle562

It appears that the growth and decay of a detonation cell can be collated with563

three distinct structures in the variation in Dn and κ across the lead shock during564

a cell cycle. Two of these (features 1 and 3) correspond to approximately linear565

Dn–κ variation.566

Feature 1 was a small slope, large-curvature-span curve for the flow immedi-567

ately adjacent to the Mach stem. The small slope indicates that the magnitude of568

the wave curvature in this region is not sufficient to impact the local wave velocity,569

likely due to to the spatial shortness of the reaction zone. Note that in classical570

(quasi-steady) DSD theory, this profile is characteristically similar to the “ideal571

explosive” curve in Fig. 2 that arises due to a spatially small reaction zone. When572

present (for 0 < ζ ≤ 0.5), feature 1 contains the peak Dn values in the cell.573

Feature 3 exists as a high-slope, narrow-curvature-span line for the oldest and574

most decayed inner portions of each cell. The high slope may indicate a strong575

influence of the local curvature on the wave velocity. Such behavior is reminis-576

cent of the curvature influence on velocity that occurs in classical DSD theory for577
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highly nonideal explosive (as a result of their spatially long reaction zones), al-578

though nonidealDn–κ profiles from steady detonations have large negative slopes579

instead of the positive values exhibited in Fig. 2. In the following section, we580

also associate feature 3 with a nonreactive, decaying cylindrical blast wave. The581

span of feature 3 grows with cell growth to a maximum at ζ = 0.5, after which582

it decreases. The average magnitude of the Dn and κ values present in feature 3583

decrease as ζ increases, indicating decreasing wave strength.584

Finally, feature 2 or the “hook” structure exists as a transitional structure be-585

tween the accelerated reaction associated with feature 1 and the decaying det-586

onation associated with feature 3. This feature contains the the peak curvature587

values for the cell. Significant variation occurs in this region due to the localized588

growth and decay of pressure and temperature in the vicinity of the transverse589

shock (Fig. 19).590

Growing cells (ζ < 0.5) contain all three structures. In young growing cells591

(ζ < 0.3), features 1 and 2 are predominant. Feature 3 first appears in growing592

cells with ζ near 0.3 and grows in size as the cell approaches ζ = 0.5. Decaying593

cells (ζ ≥ 0.5) only contain feature 3 (features 1 and 2 are not present as decaying594

cells do not contain reactive Mach stems). As the front decays in strength from595

0.5 ≤ ζ ≤ 1.0, the span of both Dn and κ decrease.596

Thus, the overall evolution trend is as follows: Small cells start with large κ597

ranges and small-span overdriven Dn values. As the cell grows to ζ of 0.5, the598

Dn span increases to a maximum and decays slightly in magnitude. The κ span599

collapses quickly for ζ above 0.5 due to the disappearance of the reactive Mach600

stem. As the cell decays from ζ = 0.5→ 1.0, the magnitude of Dn decreases and601

the Dn span also rapidly decreases.602

Finally, we note simulations have also been conducted on the one-step equiv-603

alent of the 2H2+O2+85%Ar mixture in a channel of width 9. A single (mode-604

locked) cell develops with very similar Dn–κ structures to those observed above.605

Likely, wider channels would be needed to highlight distinctions in cell structures606

between the mixtures.607

4. Dn(κ) for an Expanding, Inert Blast Wave608

Figure 23 overlays numerically calculatedDn–κ data from multiple time steps609

(72.00 to 75.00 in increments of 0.25) constituting the full range of ζ = 0→1. Two610

regimes are clearly identified. An overdriven regime (which we define as regions611

where Dn > DCJ ) encompasses the large Dn and κ variations near the edges of612
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the growing cells (ζ ≤ 0.5), as well as approximately linear Dn–κ regimes cor-613

responding to central portions of the growing cells. In this regime, Dn–κ profiles614

diverge for cells of varying ζ . A lower velocity (Dn < DCJ), decaying blast615

regime, fully contains decaying cells (0.5 < ζ ≤ 1) as well as again some of the616

central portions of growing cells (as ζ approaches 0.5). In this decaying blast617

regime, Dn and κ vary spatially across the wave front for each ζ so that each ζ618

segment is not geometrically cylindrical, but when accumulated, the data for all ζ619

appear to form a line in Dn–κ space. The regime boundary corresponds to the CJ620

velocity.621

The data trend in the lower velocity regime is thus consistent with elements622

of a cylindrically expanding blast wave. In the limit of completely unsupported623

(by any reaction zone) cylindrical blast expansion, the velocity-curvature [31] re-624

lationship is linear625

Us =
α(γ)

2

√
Es
ρ0

1

r
(12)

where shock velocity Us = Dn, wave radius r = 1/κ, α = f(γ) where γ is626

the ratio of specific heats, Es is the blast source energy, and ρ0 is the initial mix-627

ture density. An expanding blast wave travels along a line of decreasing κ, only628

experiencing a change in slope when Es is altered.629

Strong detonations driven by transverse wave collisions will initially not fol-630

low the behavior of Eq. 12 as the detonation is supported through early overdriven631

expansion by well-coupled, rapid chemical reactions. In this overdriven expansion632

regime, if the reaction zone is short, the detonation velocity will not be signifi-633

cantly perturbed by curvature-induced flow and will assume Dn(κ) profiles with634

low slopes similar to the ideal curve in Fig. 2 (i.e., κ has to be sufficiently large to635

generate a significant perturbation to the reaction zone). As the overdriven deto-636

nation decays, transverse waves weaken in strength and the reaction zone begins637

to decouple from the shock. The process causes the wave to assume a steeper638

positive slope in Dn–κ-space (as shown on Fig. 2 by line segment AB).639

Eventually, near local detonation failure, the reaction zone will fully decouple640

from the shock front. The resulting shock-flame complex may support some low641

level of energy feedback into the shock, leading to a positive Dn(κ) slope that is642

less than or equivalent to that of an inert, decaying blast643

Dn/κ ≤
α

2

√
Es/ρ0 . (13)

Such a trajectory is indicated by on Fig. 2 by line segment BC and in Fig. 23 by644
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the “decaying blast fit” line645

Dn = 4.89 + 8.69κ . (14)

Note that the correlation of the numeric data to the decaying blast profile occurs646

both temporally and spatially in Fig. 23, indicating some elements of self-similar647

flow. The temporal agreement is indicated by the good overlay of wave data from648

multiple time steps (or varying ζ). The spatial agreement is evidenced by the fact649

that segments of each time step (or ζ) lie on the blast decay line.650

The source energy Es provides a measure of the energy associated with the651

wavefront at (and subsequent to) decoupling of the shock and reaction zone. When652

distributed across the wavefront circumference at the instant of decoupling, this653

value may provide a measure of the minimum wavefront surface energy necessary654

to support a coupled shock and reaction as a detonation. Such an estimate may655

be relevant to detonation initiation energies in the cylindrical geometry [32]. This656

approach is not pursued further in the present study.657

Thus, the Dn–κ profiles of growing cells in Fig. 23 are consistent with the658

combination of a short reaction zone detonation at the transverse wave Mach stem659

(feature 1), decaying to a decoupling detonation a short distance behind (feature660

2), and finally assuming a fully decoupled blast wave profile at the center of the661

cell segment (feature 3). These three structures combine to form the characteristic662

hook-like structure inDn–κ space. The lack of the reactive, overdriven Mach stem663

in the decaying cell leaves only the lower velocity portion of this combination664

(feature 3), which is the decaying blast profile. The demarcation between these665

two regimes appears to be close the CJ velocity. As all data below the CJ velocity666

is consistent with an inert expanding blast wave, the present data implies that667

exceeding this critical velocity is a necessary condition for detonation coupling to668

be maintained.669

This measured evolution extends the understanding of prior efforts [3, 24, 33,670

34], whose visualizations have also shown short reaction zones with minimal in-671

duction lengths for locally overdriven shocks and very dramatic increases in in-672

duction lengths as the local lead shock strength decays. Correlation of these in-673

duction lengths with specific burning mechanisms is an ongoing effort [33, 34].674

However, to date, no quantitative method has been proposed to evaluate the in-675

stantaneous degree of coupling between this late stage reaction and the shock676

front dynamics in complex experimental or DNS flows. The evaluation of slopes677

of the Dn–κ trajectories in the present study may provide such a metric.678

While clearly visible in the numerical data, the experimental data scatter ob-679

scures the presence of any linear decaying blast profile in Dn–κ space. Alterna-680
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tively, this scatter may instead contain a curved profile as plotted by experimental681

fits (black dashed line) in Figs. 12 and 13. In highly irregular mixtures, turbulent682

combustion has been shown to accelerate the post-shock combustion, inducing de-683

flagration at significantly shorter distances behind the shock front than induction684

length estimates from purely adiabatic shock compression [33, 34]. Such com-685

bustion may weakly couple with the shock front and decrease slope of feature 3686

in Dn–κ space below that resulting from a fully inert blast. The present numerical687

results were conducted via an Euler framework and would not accurately model688

this phenomenon due to the lack of diffusive mixing; Navier-Stokes theory would689

be required. However, given that turbulent burning has currently only been shown690

to be as significant feature in highly irregular mixtures, it is likely not a dominant691

factor in the (regular) weakly unstable mixtures analyzed herein.692

5. FromDn–κ Trends to DSD Analysis693

In this work, we have studied the variation of the normal detonation shock ve-694

locity and shock curvature during the evolution of weakly unstable cellular deto-695

nation fronts. These geometric properties have provided insight into the dominant696

mechanisms (coupled detonation, blast expansion) associated with different parts697

of the cellular cycle.698

We have not attempted to interpret this into an intrinsic unsteady front evo-699

lution theory, such as detonation shock dynamics (DSD). Classical DSD the-700

ory applies to the quasi-steady evolution of a weakly curved stable detonation;701

formally asymptotic higher-order corrections which account for (slow) time re-702

laxation effects and small transverse arc-length variations on the evolution of a703

weakly curved stable detonation have also been developed [14, 22, 23].704

The quasi-steady and weak curvatures assumptions that underlie DSD theory705

have also been applied to the description of unstable cellular detonation dynamics706

[18]. However, from the work reported here, it is clear that significant rapid time707

and curvature variations can occur locally during various stages of the cell cycle,708

and a fully time-dependent non-local front evolution theory may be needed to709

describe unsteady cellular detonation dynamics in general.710

6. Conclusions711

This work has characterized the effect of the cellular instability on the lead712

shock shape and velocity evolution for weakly unstable gaseous detonations. For713
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the first time, variations in local (normal) shock velocity and curvature are re-714

ported across the full perimeter of detonation cells. Analysis of quasi-two-dimensional715

experimental detonation wave fronts demonstrated that, at the cell centerline, the716

local shock velocity and curvature monotonically decrease throughout the cellular717

cycle. The range of wavefront curvature present away from the centerline axis718

was found to be significantly larger for expanding cells as compared to shrinking719

ones. From this measurement, it was inferred that most curvature variation in a720

detonation cell occurs downstream of the Mach stem and that shrinking detona-721

tion cells assume an approximately cylindrical wavefront profile. However, the722

experimental analysis was subject to limitations due to data uncertainty and the723

assumed waveform profile that was fit to each detonation cell segment.724

High-resolution direct numerical simulation was also used to study the cellular725

wavefront evolution using a shock-fit, shock-attached strategy [28, 29], for which726

geometric properties of the wavefront are generated directly. The calculation both727

confirmed the experimental observations and characterized the lead shock veloc-728

ity and curvature variations in significant detail. The lead shock was found to729

exhibit the highest velocity and curvature spans in the portion of the growing cell730

immediately downstream to the Mach stem. The curvature extended into negative731

values (concave facing the direction of bulk wave motion) in this region. Peak732

values of shock velocity and curvature did not occur at the Mach stem point, but733

rather a short distance away towards the cell’s centerline. Further towards the cell734

center, the shock exhibited monotonically decreasing local velocity and curvature.735

In velocity–curvature space, these behaviors mapped to three distinct features:736

(feature 1) a small slope, large-curvature-span flat curve for the reactive flow im-737

mediately adjacent to the Mach stem, characteristic of the velocity–curvature pro-738

file of an explosive with a spatially small reaction zone; (feature 2) a “hook”739

structure associated with the peak velocity and curvature values; and (feature 3)740

a large-slope, narrow-curvature-span flat curve characteristic of both a long reac-741

tion zone explosive, for which curvature has a significantly greater influence on742

detonation velocity than small-reaction-zone explosives, and an inert cylindrical743

decaying blast wave, which has a linear trajectory in velocity–curvature space.744

Comparison of cells in different stages of evolution showed that, in velocity–745

curvature space, all low-slope (feature 1) and hook (feature 2) profiles occurred746

above the Chapman-Jouguet velocity, but did not overlay. Below the Chapman–747

Jouguet velocity, accumulated large-slope curves (feature 3) traced out a linear748

Dn–κ curve. Newly developed, growing cells displayed only features 1 and 2. As749

the growing cells evolved, feature 3 first appeared and subsequently grew in span.750

As the cell began to shrink due to encroachment of Mach stems from neighboring751
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cells, features 1 and 2 were eliminated from the velocity–curvature profile, leav-752

ing only feature 3. The curvature and velocity span of feature 3 decreased with753

the size of the decaying cell.754

The low-slope (feature 1) and hook (feature 2) structures were associated with755

high and decreasing levels of reaction zone strength and shock coupling. The756

high-slope (feature 3) region was attributed to a decaying inert shock wave. The757

data indicates that, for weakly unstable detonation, coupling between the shock758

and reaction zone only occurs near the Mach stem in growing cells and that the759

lead shock diffracts in an inert fashion away from this region. Exceeding the760

Chapman–Jouguet velocity appeared to be a necessary condition for shock and761

reaction zone coupling to exist in the single computation presented.762
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8. Figures857
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Older cell with
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Figure 1: Schlieren image of detonation from Austin [24] showing (a) Mach stem
creation from transverse wave collision and (b) a color intensity overlay of the OH
reaction-zone species (red-to-blue signifies high-to-low intensity). Wave propaga-
tion direction is up.
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Figure 2: Dn–κ trends.
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Figure 3: Multiple shadowgraph frames from test NC260 in Austin [24]. Wave
propagation direction is up.
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Figure 4: Processed front data from test NC260 in Austin [24]. Wave propagation
direction is up.
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Figure 5: Processed front data from test NC229 in Austin [24]. Wave propagation
direction is up.
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Figure 6: A graphical description of ζ . Dashed lines denote triple point tracks;
solid curves are the detonation shock sketched at different timesteps.
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Figure 7: Dn variation with ζ for NC260.
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Figure 8: Dn variation with ζ for NC215 (green) and NC229 (black).
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Figure 9: κ variation with ζ for NC260.
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Figure 10: κ variation with ζ for NC215 (green) and NC229 (black).
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Figure 11: κ versus channel width for a wave segment with ζ = 0.44 from NC260.
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Figure 12: Dn–κ relationships for NC260 from Fig. 4.
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Figure 13: Dn–κ relationships for NC229 from Fig. 5.
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Figure 14: Variation of Dn along the channel centerline with time for the 80% Ar
mixture. The red shaded region indicates the time region from which all succes-
sive figures are drawn.
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Figure 15: Position of the shock loci (over one cell duration) as a function of
channel height and width (start time t = 72, end time t = 75, with time intervals
of 0.25) for the 80% Ar mixture.
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Figure 16: Snapshots of the numerically calculated cell pressure distribution in
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Figure 17: Corresponding snapshots of the numerically calculated cell reaction
progress variable distribution in the 80%Ar mixture for the times shown in Fig. 16.
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Figure 21: The computed shock shape at t = 72.75.
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Figure 23: Variation of Dn with κ for multiple values of ζ .
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